In Santo Thomas
Hattie & Joe
Shanty on University grounds
S. Thomas
Dear Nancy, you may keep this book if you'd like to. It's slowly falling to pieces now, but you can use the "Garden" where you are now. Bed & breakfast arrangements can be made. If you ever come back, I'd love to see you and I'm sure James & Joe will be thrilled too. 

This book was given to Roy & Estelle by Mother & Joe several months after their return to the States, when the book was purchased.

Read: Mar 25, 1952

from Estelle Campbell
Season’s Greetings
from the Philippines
Hattie and Joe
Nov 6 - 1942
one mo. before Pearl H.
Nov. 1942

Dear Estelle & Roy,

Still briefly hot even the Xmas ice around the corner. Manila is alive with so many thousands troops here. Looks like we are sitting on a bag of dynamite. These black outs wear one down to make me think of Home sweet Home.

Wish we could run up for the holidays to enjoy some of your nice cold weather.

Love.